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Setting intentions to raise vibrations

By Moonlight Sisters



 



All consciousness is based on
Sacred Geometry 



Life was created from a spark of light 
with a geometrical pattern, 

a divine order and 
a higher state of consciousness. 

 
Understanding sacred geometry 

opens one's path to inner and outer
existence. 

The past, present and future. 
Our intuitive connection to all.

 



Humans have been creating sanctuaries since
ancient times, 

to protect their homes and land. 
 

To create your own sanctuary at home you
can use stones, crystals and other holy

objects you keep sacred. 
 
 

Follow your heart intuition 
& 

All will be well. 

 



Platonic Solids

Building blocks 
of 

All life existence



 

 
 

 

&
Energy is 
All that is

 

Love is Energy
 

 



Start with an 
Intention from the 

Choose your Grid.
Choose your Stones.
Position your North (highest point)
according to the Magnetic North of
your location  (you can use your cell
phone compass app).
Start from the center choosing the
Focus Stone.
Move out from the center of the grid by
placing the other stones and following
the lines.
When you are happy with the layout,
you are ready to activate your grid
To activate it make 3 circles clockwise
with the palm of your hand facing the
stones.
Then make 3 circles counter-clockwise,
and again 3 circles clockwise.
Then slowly raise your hand toward the
sky.
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Your Crystal Grid is Activated!



The layout you choose creates a circuit of
energy.

Notice if the lines you created between the
stones are uninterrupted, and adjust the
stone positions as needed.

You can cleanse your layout by smudging
sage, palo santo or incense.

To deconstruct a layout you can use drum
sound or clap your hands while holding
feelings of gratitude.

Choose your Crystal grid Layout according
to your intention. 

Remember always use your heart and
intuitive guidance.





Remember 
Who You Are
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